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Academic year

Major
SHOLARSHIP AWARD

ID#

Name
(last)
Classification

Hours Earned

Incoming Freshman
Hours Enrolled:

(first)

Transfer Student
Upcoming Fall

(middle)
CPA Cum/Term
December Graduate

Spring

Remaining Need: $

E-mail Address:
Local Address:

Permanent Address:

Scholarship Name
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1

Leave blank if for academic year.

Amount

Fall/Spring1

Date Awarded
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Information for Scholarship Award Form
YOU MUST HAVE SAFARI ACCESS!
Commands for student information on SAFARI
SRCH

This is the search by name screen. Use this if you do not know the student’s ID#. You
must have legal name, not nickname. This will give you ID# and an address. This
usually is the student’s permanent address. I do not use this for address information. I
use the NAME screen.

NAME Student’s full name, local and permanent address and phone number. Be sure you give
the most current address. Date of information is noted to the left of the address.
STUD

This will give you the student’s college, major, admit term and admit status. (NF is new
freshman; NT new transfer.)

SGPA

This gives you cumulative and term grade point average by term date: i.e., 1996 3 is
fall, 1997 1 is spring, and 1997 2 is summer. It also gives you the hour earned. Total
number of hours gives you classification.
0 - 29 Freshman
30 - 59
Sophomore
60 - 89 Junior
90 up
Senior
If this screen shows fewer hours attempted than earned, the student has probably
transferred in hours.

STIM

This gives you the student’s upcoming term schedule to verify number of hours
enrolled. Most scholarships require at least 12 hours (full time). E-mail address is also
on this screen.

PACK

This is the financial aid package information. It will list other scholarships, grants and
loans the student has been awarded. This last number on the upper right, line labeled
“FM,” shows remaining need. (This is a “guesstimated” calculation by the university.)
If the remaining need is less than the scholarship and the student has been awarded
work-study or loans, the scholarship could be reduced by these amounts. You might
want to call financial aid to check.

If you have any questions, call the Dean's office at 5-2252.
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